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About This Game

Life on Earth is unsustainable.

Humanity must seek a new home but the only planet found is very hostile.

You were sent on a expedition to slay the monsters inhabiting the surface of this planet. In this adventure you end up being the
villain.

Game contains two basic controls, many puzzles and lots of guns and enemies.

(10 guns and more than 20 monsters)

The game is hard.
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Title: Robotex
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
YFYX GAMES
Publisher:
YFYX GAMES
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2000 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 240 (or better)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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I don't normally write reviews, but this compiler is really expensive and I guess that many developers want to know if this
compiler works well, and so here are my first impressions. I have made and published Android apps with GM 1.

There are good instructions in the help menu and I suggest that you follow them!
  Click on Help -> Required SDKs
Provided that you follow the instructions to the letter, you should be able to compile to Android without any problems. It is now
very quick and easy to choose the Android compile settings: just click on the API level, and GameMake handles all the other
details.

I really like how GameMaker handles all the Android Developer Requirements (which are about to change again (64 Bit,
Security requirements, etc)). All I need to do is press the compile button (the good people at YoYo Games handle all the details
and testing). This enables me to quickly and easily publish my apps on Google Play.

I normally complie to Android VM which is rock solid and identical to the desktop version. This means that I can develop and
test my app as a windows app (quick and easy), and then compile to Android after all my testing is done.

The import from GM1 to GM2 worked without problems. I can just import and compile without changing anything.

Now for the good part:
It is now posible to create an object variable straight from the object editor AND then modify the variable's value directly in the
room editor for each instance. Developing apps is now a pleasure!

Some things that I have noticed so far:
(1) GM2 Mobile looks identical to GM2 desktop, which is confusing (it does not have the word "mobile" written in the title).

(2) Build to APK is listed as "Build Executable" in the menus ... again this is confusing since it looks like I am building a
windows .exe. To change the target to an Android apk, I need to click on the button in the top right corner of the main window
and choose Android ... then .... "Build Executable" will compile to apk.

Tips:
(1) If your Android compiler stops working (and you get a strange error) then just update your Android SDK ... that normally
gets the compiler working again.

(2) You don't need to download and install the Android System Images (when updating the Android SDK). This will save you
30-40GB of storage space.

(3) Keep your Runtime up to date. This will improve stability of your Android app:
File -> Preferences -> Runtime Feeds -> Master, and double click on the latest runtime.

I hope this helps you.. After only about 20 minuets i got stuck. I am very confident what i was doing was meant to work but it
seems the items are not working correctly and the hint was to something that could not be interacted with. I may be wrong but
there are bugs.. Pretty fun game. Little content right now and no updates for a year so beware. But there does appear to be butt
physics so might be worth a buy.. Only If I Could Play Only If XD Jk this game is great :3 a bit of humor and creepiness to. Fun
as hell. No grinding here; this is just a simple throwback. Does not take very long to defeat, but worth the buck I paid for it.
Focus on gameplay and no restrictions type structure makes this game very fun, very easy. I like the fact that it saves anywhere.
More games should focus on being actual fun. :-p. This is... a very weird little visual novel. The protagonist appears to be the
lone "survivor" of a terrorist incident involving a plane somewhere over the Indian Ocean (or nearabouts)... She awakes on an
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island in the center of the Indian Ocean... but things may not be what they seem...

This is a very esoteric experience. Experience at your own risk.... Eh. Not really my cup of deckbuilder. There's only really 4-5
different types of cards and none of them do anything especially worth notice. "

-Goes in your hand when you buy it
-Draw cards
-Negate damage
-Deal damage
-Hold a card

And that's about it. Not to mention that 2 slots of the buy row are blocked out from you, so you have a pretty sparse option as to
what's open in the middle row. I feel this game would flow and play much better if the core Deck was varied and colorful, lke
Ascension and\/or Star Realms, rather than being limited to which 2 characters you happened to pick. This limits the game and
makes it feel more like Dominion, which I am starkly not a fan of.

Having a solid core deck with a open buy row with each "Head Vampire" having some sort of special gimmick to them (a la the
Heroes in DC Deckbuilding) would open up a lot more options. As it stands now, you're basically in a race to buy up your own
faction's cards and largely ignore the middle zone unless a +Draw comes up, or you simply don't have enough cash to buy
anything else. As it stands, there's way too many cards that do the exact same thing with the exact same buy cost, just the art and
card name is different.. The game looks great, it came along way from the last time i played it. I believe it has a lot of potential.
I would note that the lighting need more work and the tutorial include how to navigating and use the tools.. I don't want to rain
on parade, but it's a multiplayer pack for a game which's multiplayer community is already dead. So the value of this DLC is
very low.

Well, unless you want a silver tarot card that makes enemies have only 90% health by default.

Or unless you got DLC Full Metal Rocket that adds solo survival, making these survival boss maps more worth it. I didn't try
that DLC though. Did try 1-player multiplayer survival but it just felt boring due to having infinite lifes and dieing easily,
feeling underpowered.

Oh, yea, and that "Parcel Gun" is enviroment trap on one of those maps that shoots fire up. I think. Just saying this in case you
didn't read the line fully. Should be same as thing on Conclave bonus map in main game.. Make sure you are emotionally
prepared for this.
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After I started watching Akagi I wished learn how to play Riichi Mahjong and read a few online articles and watched a few
videos. I found this game through a friend who stated this was a great way to learn, and it's a fun pastime.

Pros:
- The tutorial is easy to learn from and incredibly detailed.
- The graphics are simple but elegant. There's no messing about.
- You can customise your pieces and the board.
- You can play against bots.

Cons:
- The sound effects sound a little cheap, but they're honestly not that bad. I've not found them annoying, anyways.
- There's a slight lack in options when it comes to computer settings but nothing that will impeed gameplay.
- No background music past the opening screen. Not that it bothers me, I listen to my Spoitfy as I play but it's still a little quiet
at times.
- While you can still enjoy this game if you're an experienced player, the AI seems a little TOO easy, even for a beginner like
myself.

My only problem lies with the AI. The AI as they are currently are far too easy, and will rarely call a winning hand (It's
happened once out of several games), let alone a Riichi. I've not had any experiences where I've came anything less than first,
which is troublesome for someone looking to step up their game.
Adding difficulty settings for the AI ranging from "Beginner", "Normal", "Hard", and "Expert" (or something like that) it
certainly wouldn't go amiss. Regardless, this game would benefit from harder AI.

Honestly I think it's worth the price for what it is.
I'm having quite a lot of fun learning how to play Mahjong using this game, and I honestly recommend it no matter how far you
are in Riichi Mahjong. It's a great way to waste away the time while learning the expansive world of Mahjong.. how the ♥♥♥♥
is this a game on steam -1/10. May I know where I can find the OST?
Come on, don't sell DLC with no content in it.. nice style,
but..
please give me more zombie's character~~. Pretty good, I guess.... What is there to say about CoC:DCotE that hasn't already
been said?

I bought this game fresh off of reading the collected works of H.P. Lovecraft and wanting more. Despite the negative reviews
(the overwhelming negative reviews), I bought it. And damn, if those reviews weren't all correct and more.

Let's go over the cons first, as they're easier:

Cons:

Graphics: Can't be too mean here, it was 2006. But the game is always dark and muddled, and while I get that that's a stylistic
choice, I had a hard time distinguishing one dark, amorphous blob of background of scenery from the next. The areas of the
game are varied in terms of location, but the game could be in black and white and I doubt anyone would notice.

Difficulty: I've played a lot of games in my time, and you know what I have found to be good elements of difficulty in
FPS\/adventure games? Smart enemies. A range of weapons and strategies to use. An useful and rewarding stealth system.
Puzzles and bosses that are tough but intuitive.

CoC fails on all of these. The AI is astonishingly dumb, meaning that as long as you have guns you'll never struggle with them.
The guns are fun to use and there are a fair number of them, but the game keeps taking them away from you: at least a third of
the time after you get weapons you're running around without them! I get the idea of survival horror, avoiding enemies without
fighting back: but when the stealth system makes you either move so god damn slow moss could grow on your balls or so fast
that there's no point in even using it, you're better off switching to run-and-gun, or a better game (Dishonored). And the puzzles?
My god. They range from the simplest take-this, put-here to being so cryptic and unnecessarily dumb you need to look up what
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the hell you're supposed to do. And of course there's the ship boss fight, and that mounted gun... I'm not even going to go into
detail about how badly this game needs a patch ALREADY ON IT.

Story: Not awful, but destroyed by the terrible combat, stealth, and voice acting. If I wanted to be read the script of a play, I'd go
to my local community college.

Bugs: The real failure of this game. In the first hour I had to look up how to get past a game breaking bug that required me to
jump through a door to avoid freezing and crashing the game. The reef shooting stage is near impossible without pulling all your
eyebrows out with a pair of tweezers. And the last timed run was ACTUALLY impossible without changing my resolution,
because your movement is tied to your resolution... you heard that right. What. The.\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Pros:
Combat can be fun, rewards head shots and you'll never run out of ammo.

Atmosphere: A bit reminiscent of Lovecraft's written works, but not as spooky.

Length: Didn't take too long to beat, less than 9-10 hours assuming the puzzles trip you up for much longer than they should.

Overall: Don't buy this unless it's on a ridiculously low sale. I paid less than $2 and it was maaaaaaybe worth it. If you can look
at all those cons and say "Yes, please, give me all that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665" then maybe this game is for
you. Otherwise, swim away.
. i purchased this packand it do not work. This is a bad game. If you want tactics then play Rainbow Six 3, and if you want
action buy Call of Duty. But this one is just bad.. Fairly unique platformer. You are a naked green alien with red hair and
suction cups for hands. Besides the basic jumping on enemies attack, you get bombs a both a weapon and utility to get through
the level. The suction cup hands allow the player to scale up walls which is absolutely necessary for some levels. I grew up with
the first game, but finally get to play the other two.. Simultaneously feels nostalgic and very new, merging old-school graphics
and play style with an original story concept and open-world format. I found myself lol-ing at the witty dialogue many times and
genuinely attached to several of the characters. Already started my second playthrough!
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